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Photographs are vulnerable to fluctuations in environmental atmosphere, mishandling, and  

poor storage conditions. Good preservation practices can help combat these inherent agents of 

deterioration (more about the ten agents of deterioration click here). This article will provide a 

brief overview of the environmental factors that lead to deterioration, as well as some best  

practices for handling, labeling, and storing photographic collections.  

 

Environmental Conditions  

Temperature and Relative Humidity  

Finding a balance in the environmental conditions in your storage and work areas will ensure  

the physical stability of, not only photographs, but all the materials in your collection.  

Photographs are particularly vulnerable to fluctuations in temperature and relative humidity.  

High temperatures and high humidity increase chemical deterioration, leading to tarnishing,  

fading, and discoloration, as well an increased risk of mold and insect activity. High  

temperatures and low humidity can cause photographs to dry out, flake, and the emulsion can 

even separate from the support. Storing photographs in lower relative humidity can vastly  

improve the longevity of the materials. Cold storage is a great option for particularly vulnerable 

materials such as color photographs, nitrate film, or safety film (acetate cellulose) which was  

common in the early 20th century.  

 

Since many of our institutions have mixed materials in collection storage spaces and do not  

have the means for separate cold storage, I’m recommending storage and workspaces be kept 

between 65-70°F with a RH between 30-50%.  

 

The best way to achieve this is to use a temperature/humidity monitor in all storage and work  

spaces (Home Depot sells a $11.00 LCD Indoor Temp & Humidity monitor). If temperature  

fluctuates more than 5 degrees, make adjustments to the heating/cooling system to keep levels 

more stable. If the humidity level is high, use fans to circulate air. Moving air reduces moisture 

levels, thus making it harder for mold to grow. A free-standing dehumidifier can be used, but if 

the water collection bin isn’t emptied regularly, you now have standing water that can lead to  

more problems like mold!  

 

Keep in mind that attics fluctuate between extreme hot and cold, while basements are damp  

and cool. Both are not ideal storage areas and should be avoided. If they cannot be avoided, pay 

close attention to the environmental conditions and regularly check for mold and pest activity.  

  

https://www.conservation-wiki.com/wiki/Ten_Agents_of_Deterioration
https://www.homedepot.com/pep/ThermoPro-Gray-LCD-Indoor-Thermometer-Temperature-and-Humidity-Monitor-with-Hygrometer-TP-50/300890111?source=shoppingads&amp;locale=en-US&amp;mtc=Shopping-B-F_HDH-G-HDH-29_29_HOUSEWARES-MULTI-NA-Feed-PLA-NA-NA-Kitchen_Tools&amp;cm_mmc=Shopping-B-F_HDH-G-HDH-29_29_HOUSEWARES-MULTI-NA-Feed-PLA-NA-NA-Kitchen_Tools-71700000053156025-58700005102355536-92700060697398283&amp;gclid=Cj0KCQjws-OEBhCkARIsAPhOkIYDrqqbMR-84d_9vHNxGiwggv0t1NzaPhbTcxmUubcyd5DrnobCcoIaAtDWEALw_wcB&amp;gclsrc=aw.ds
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Light  

Light accelerates deterioration by causing prints and negatives to fade, yellow, and become 

brittle. Sunlight is especially damaging, though lamplight like fluorescent light can also be  

detrimental.  

 

In storage and work areas,  
● Cover windows with blackout shades, curtains, or inserts. These can also help keep  

spaces warm in winter and cool in the summer.  
● Keep photographs in their storage containers when not being used.  

 

In display areas:  
● Cover windows and/or display case glass with UV filtering film.  

● Frame photos with UV filtering glass and acid-free matboards, do not let the photo 

touch the glass as it can stick and then peel off when removed.  

● Hang photographs in low-light areas.  

● Rotate displays or temporarily display photographs.  

● Display facsimiles of photographs.  

 

Handling Photographs  

Most physical damage to our collections is due to mishandling of materials and improper  

storage. When handling photographs, be sure your work area is clean of dirt and debris, clear of 

clutter, and completely dry and level. Never drink or eat in your work area. Food can attract  

bugs and pests and liquids can cause water damage and mold.  

 

Follow these guidelines:  
● No food or drinks nearby  

● Clean, dry, oil-free hands or gloved hands (nitrile is recommended over fabric which can 

catch on paper fibers causing tears).  

● Do not directly touch the emulsion, fingerprints are permanent.  
● Use both hands to hold photographs by the edges or use a stiff piece of cardstock to lift  

with (this is especially helpful for large prints).  
● Remove metal fasteners such as paper clips and staples, they can rust and leave a  

residue.  
● Do not use metal fasteners (paperclips and staples) or adhesives (tape or glue).  

● Do not try to flatten curled photographs, they may crack or tear.  
● Photographs that are regularly accessed and used by researchers are great candidates  

for digitization. The original can be safely stored and the digital surrogate used. 
 

Labeling Photographs  

Physical damage to photographs can also come from how materials are labeled.  
 

Follow these guidelines:  
● Only write on the back of the photograph, near the edge.  

● Push down very lightly so you don’t cause an indent that will show through on the front . 

● Use pencils for labeling archival materials, especially photographs.  
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○ A #2 pencil writes well on the back of most photographs, can be erased using a  

Prismacolor Magic Rub eraser.  

○ If a pencil won’t work on the back of the photograph, you can use a stable  

archival Pigma Micron pen. These pens are easy to write with and won’t smudge  

once the ink is dry.  
○ The final option is to put the photograph in a plastic sleeve and write on the  

outside of the plastic. This also allows you to easily handle the photograph  

without worrying about getting fingerprints on the surface of the picture.  

 

Storing Photographs  

Photographs can be stored in a number of different types of housings depending on their  

physical characteristics and your budget constraints.  

● Glass plate negatives should be housed in four-flap paper enclosures and stored  

vertically in archival boxes.  

● Slides and negatives:  
○ Can be housed in polyester sleeves and stored vertically in photographic storage  

boxes or hanging files in metal cabinets.  
○ Can be housed in print file three-ring binder sleeves and stored in 3-ring  

clamshell boxes.  
● Color and black and white prints:  

○ Can be housed in polyester sleeves or paper folders and stored vertically in  

photographic storage boxes, document boxes, or hanging files in metal cabinets.  

○ Can be housed in print file three-ring binder sleeves and stored in 3-ring  

clamshell boxes.  

● Prints that have flaking surfaces should be housed in four flap paper enclosures and  

stored flat in archival boxes.  

● Photograph albums and scrapbooks should be stored flat in boxes or be disassembled  

and reassembled in archival albums or binder boxes.  

 

Supplies  

Gaylord Archival (passed P.A.T*)  

You can peruse the Photo, Print & Art Preservation supplies section or view specific items 

below:  

● Four-flap paper enclosures  

● Print & large negative sleeves  

● Photo storage boxes  

● Archival letter size file folders can be used with flip-top document boxes  

● Album and scrapbook storage  

 

Hollinger Metal Edge (passed P.A.T*)  

● 3-ring clamshell box (aka binder box)  

  

https://www.prismacolor.com/accessories/premier-accessories/premier-magic-rub-eraser/PCMagicRubEraser.html
https://www.gaylord.com/Preservation/Artifact-%26-Collectibles-Preservation/Labeling-%26-Supplies/Sakura%26%23174%3B-Pigma%26%23174%3B-Micron%26%23174%3B-Pens-%283-Pack%29/p/58006
https://www.gaylord.com/c/Photo-Print-and-Art-Preservation
https://www.gaylord.com/Preservation/Archival-Envelopes%2C-Sleeves-%26-Protectors/Gaylord-Archival%26%23174%3B-80-lb-Text-Buffered-Four-Flap-Negative-Enclosures-%2850-Pack%29/p/HYB01679
https://www.gaylord.com/Preservation/Photo%2C-Print-%26-Art-Preservation/Envelopes%2C-Sleeves-%26-Protectors/Gaylord-Archival%26%23174%3B-2-mil-Archival-Polyester-Negative-%26-Print-Sleeves-%28100-Pack%29/p/HYB01280
https://www.gaylord.com/c/Storage-Boxes-1
https://www.gaylord.com/Preservation/Document-Preservation/Folders/Gaylord-Archival%26%23174%3B-Reinforced-Full-1%22-Tab-Letter-Size-File-Folders-%28100-Pack%29/p/HYB00021
https://www.gaylord.com/Preservation/Document-Preservation/Document-Cases/Gaylord-Archival%26%23174%3B-Blue-Grey-Barrier-Board-Flip-Top-Document-Case/p/HYB02293
https://www.gaylord.com/c/Albums-and-Scrapbooks
https://www.hollingermetaledge.com/3-ring-clamshell-box-albums/
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Print File (passed P.A.T*) 

● Slide sleeves  

● Print sleeves  

● Negative sleeves  

 

*What is P.A.T.?  

Photographic Activity Test (P.A.T.) is a simulated aging test developed by the Image Permanence 

Institute to test storage materials' effect on the deterioration of photographs.  

 

Resources  

● Dear Donia, an archive of answers to common preservation questions.  

● The Graphics Atlas from the Image Permanence Institute is an incredible resource for the 

identification and characterization of prints and photographs.  

● British Library Preservation Guides (check out the preservation of photography materials 

resource)  

● NEDCC Care of Photographs leaflet  
● Penn Libraries Collections Environment Infographic 

 

https://printfile.com/product/2x2-20b_25/?gclid=CjwKCAjwy42FBhB2EiwAJY0yQi1iiVtFhqoWMlmhTl1W-djWE9VBfqQ9GE0dwVg-HWCyR-Oxy77rKxoCoNwQAvD_BwE
https://printfile.com/product-category/photo-pages/standard-size-print-pages/clear-print-pages/
https://printfile.com/product-category/film-slide-storage/negative-pages/
http://www.ala.org/alcts/preservationweek/advice/ask
http://www.graphicsatlas.org/
https://www.bl.uk/conservation/guides
https://www.nedcc.org/free-resources/preservation-leaflets/5.-photographs/5.3-care-of-photographs
https://ccaha.org/resources/collections-environment-infographic

